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America and Asia. Owing to false and incomplete history many of us have been led
to think that Europe has always dominated over the rest of the world and Asia
has always let the legions of the West thunder past and has plunged in thought
again. We have forgotten that for millennia the legions of Asia overran Europe
and modern Europe itself largely consists of the descendants of those invaders
from Asia. We have forgotten that it was India that finally broke the military
power of Alexander. Thought has undoubtedly been the glory of Asia and specially
of India, but in the field of action the record of Asia has been equally great. But
none of us desires that the legions of Asia or Europe should overrun continents
again. We have all had enough of them.
India to-day is a part of a world movement. Not only China, Turkey, Persia
and Egypt, but also Russia and the countries of the West are taking part in this
movement, and India cannot isolate herself from it. We have our own problems,
difficult and intricate, and we cannot run away from them and take shelter in the
wider problems that affect the world. But if we ignore the world we do so at our
peril.
Civilisation to-day, such as it is, is not the creation or the monopoly of one people
or nation. It is a complete fabric to which all countries have contributed and then
have adapted to suit their particular needs. And if India has a message to give to
the world, as I hope she has, she has also to receive and learn much from the
messages of other peoples.
why india fell
When everything is changing it is well to remember the long course of Indian
history. Few things in history are more amazing than the wonderful stability of
social structure in India which withstood the impact of numerous alien influences and
thousands of years of change and conflict It withstood them because it always
sought to absorb them and tolerate them. Its aim was not to exterminate but to
establish an equilibrium between different cultures. Aryans and non-Aryans settled
down together recognising each other's right to their culture, and outsiders who
came like the Parsis found a welcome and a place in the social order. With the
coming of the Moslems the equilibrium was disturbed, but India sought to restore
it and largely succeeded. Unhappily for us, before we could adjust our differences,
the political structure broke down, the British came and we fell.
Great as was the success of India in evolving a stable society she failed in a
vital particular and because * she failed in this she fell and remains fallen. No
solution was found for the problem of equality, India deliberately ignored this and
built up her social structure on inequality and we have the tragic consequences
of this in the millions of our people who till yesterday were suppressed and had
little opportunity for growth.
And yet when Europe fought her wars of religion and Christians massacred each
other in the name of their Saviour, India was tolerant, although, alas, there Is
little of this toleration to-day. Having attained some measure of religious liberty,
Europe sought after political liberty and political and legal equality. ^ Having
attained these also she finds that they mean very 1 ttle without economic liberty
and equality. And so to-day politics have ceased to have much meaning and the
most vital question is that of social and economic equality.
India also will have to find a solution to this problem and until she does so her
political and social structure cannot have stability. That solution need not necessari-
ly follow the example of any other country. It must, if it has to endrtre, be based on
tie genius of her people and be an outcome of her thought and culture. And wiwn
it is found, the unhappy differences between various comnmnities, which trouble us
to-day and keep our freedom, will automatically disappear.
distrust and suspicion
Indeed the real differences have already largely gone, but fear of each other and
distrust and suspicion remain and sow seeds of discord. The problem before us is
not one of removing differences. They can well remain side by side and enrich our
many sided culture. The problem is how to remove fear and suspicion and being
intangible they are hard to get at An earnest attempt was made last year by the
AH Parties Conference and much progress was made towards the goal. But we must
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